
 

Stay at Home Mom 

Daniel didn’t know he was being groomed by his mother since 

boyhood to become his mother’s new fuck toy until after his 

first surprise skinship lesson one fateful day.  The twice-

failed sophomore student is still in high school but finally of 

legal age when Diane decides to pop her son’s virgin cherry 

while the husband is away. This story of raw incest between a 

kinky nymphomaniac mother and her lucky son of age will only end 

in taboo insemination over and over again, but can they keep 

their forbidden fucking a secret from the man of the house while 

he's away? Find out what happens in this fast-paced incest story 

featuring pages and pages of raw sex and cream-filled endings 

between a MILF named Diane and her hung son named Daniel. 
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Shower Time Mom 

Fresh off his eighteenth birthday Daniel is realizing he is 

one lucky mother-fucker (literally!). Despite still being in 

high school Daniel felt like he was living in a dream after 

recently being propositioned by his big-titted mom to be her 

personal fuck toy in practice of a thing called 'skinship'. The 

man of the house must never know about their incestuous hijinks 

however as mother and son fuck each other raw behind his back as 

their relationship begins to take off. Now, the sex-crazed 

mother has decided it is finally time to fuck her boy silly in 

the shower while her husband is away. 
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This is the second-story of a growing family-taboo series 

currently featuring raw incest between a kinky mom and her lucky 

son destined to end in taboo insemination over and over again. 

However, can the two continue to keep their forbidden fucking a 

secret from the man of the house while he's away? Read to find 

out in this fast-paced incest story featuring pages of raw sex 

and cream-filled fun between an insatiable busty mother and her 

more than willing hung son. 

 

My Dick Addicted 
It's just another day in the life of Daniel as he's being 

taught in the ways of skinship with his hot stay at home mom. 

Fresh off of their recent incestuous hijinks just hours earlier 

he finds himself confronted by the man of the house and now 
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Daniel has found himself in a strange situation with his 

nymphomaniac mom and her unsuspecting husband. Daniel must 

decide if his all-access pussy pass with his bonafide MILF of 

the house is worth being potentially discovered by the real man 

of the house. Diane is no timid mother however and is determined 

to satiate her nymphomaniac urges with her son's larger than 

life dick. For those craving the feeling of seeing mother and 

son consummate their love with deep skinship and even deeper 

inseminations please continue inside to keep on reading 

 

My Hot Milking Mom 
This is the next installment of a taboo series involving a 

mother and son. Their relations can only end in insemination 

over and over again as the pair keep their forbidden fucking a 
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secret from the rest of the family. How long can they keep their 

incest a secret from the man of the house however?  

 

My Aunt Cooter’s Visit 
A nymphomaniac mom is enjoying regular encounters with her 

son at home and couldn’t be happier. Meanwhile, after performing 

her motherly duties to relieve her boy’s teen urges they have a 

discussion. Aunt Cooter is visiting and she can’t know about 

their incest. Can they keep it a secret and will someone say no 

when Aunt Cooter asks to milk out her nephew for breeding 

purposes? Find out what happens in this fast-paced novella-

length erotica story filled to the brim with taboo sex and 

cream-filled fun for members of an insatiable family. 

 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1008708
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My Birthday Blowing Mom  

When it’s time for one son of age to receive his birthday 

blowjob one busty mother doesn’t hesitate to gulp him down. 

Daniel is one hung teenager however and his mom promised him her 

mommy-twat to pound and inseminate all day long for his 

eighteenth birthday; can the lady of the house withstand the 

lengths her son will reach to bottom out her depths? Find out in 

this is a fast-paced erotica story  

 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1008817
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Morning Wood Loving Mom 

When a busty mother is unable to tuck her son into bed with 

her naughty bits she promises to return to take care of his 

morning wood once the man of the house is gone.  With the clock 

ticking can she relieve her legal teen's urges in time for him 

to catch the school bus however?  Find out what happens in this 

fast-paced story featuring a mother and son exploring a thing 

called 'skinship' together.  
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Mom Gets Double Filled 

"Mom has always encouraged me to finish inside whenever we 

have sex." Wrote Daniel into his journal a week into his new 

'skinship' relationship with his stay at home mom. He has an 

hour to kill before her naughty bits return to 'tuck him into 

bed' so to speak and lately he's been dreaming of plowing his 

mom's asshole in this fast-paced erotica story between a loving 

mom and her hung son. 
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My Pool Side Mom 

It's a hot summer day at home and Mom won't stop wearing 

string bikinis whenever she sunbathes.  The man of the house may 

be home but that doesn't mean we can't fool around near the 

family pool and jacuzzi when he's not looking.  Will Mom grant 

me access to all her dark holes though?  Even anal?   This is a 

fast-paced erotica story involving one lusty stay at home mother 

and her lucky son of age.  
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Summer Bath House Mom 

The man of the house is away so a certain lusty mother is 

bound to bathe with her hung son of age. Prepare to see a barely 

legal teenager shooting his seed through a lusty mother's purple 

tubes like a corona bomb. MILF soup is being made in this fast-

paced erotica involving an insatiable mother and her teen's far 

reaching boner.  
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My Wood Riding Mom 
It's another hot summer day at home for one lusty mother 

and her hung teen of age. It may be a nice day but the pair plan 

on staying indoors to hump in bed all day long. The man of the 

house is home though, what will happen when his wife asks for 

his blessing to bang her boy's boners to treat her nymphomania? 

How does someone get tricked into waving a towel while a son 

pounds his mom's pussy? 
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My Riding Nympho Mom 
Tonight is the marital anniversary of a cuckolded husband 

and his nymphomaniac wife in love with getting her vaginal walls 

beaten by her teen's willing erections.  In a household where 

certain family members practice a thing called 'skinship' in 

open secret how is a husband going to handle being traded out 

for his son to fulfill his wife's urges?  Find out what happens 

in this fast-paced erotica. 
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My Secretly Attached Mom 
It's movie night inside one typical-looking suburban home 

where certain family members practice open incest in secret with 

each other. When an elder daughter returns what will happen when 

a mother and son are unable to fulfill their urges towards each 

other? It's 'family night' and a certain lusty mother plans on 

draining her son of age out on the couch without her husband and 

daughter knowing. 
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My Horny Birthday Mom 
 It’s a mother’s birthday and she has only one wish to her 

husband, to be with her son's consenting erections all day in 

their bed. She has his blessing on the condition she keeps her 

son out of her ass. What will happen however when a certain teen 

of age skips school while a dad works from home one day? This 

taboo tale can only end in one way over and over again between 

one hung son and his mom.  
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My Hip Humping Mom 

It's going to be another day indoors for one lucky teen of 

age and his nymphomaniac stay at home mom. With the man of the 

house away there is nothing stopping a certain lusty mother from 

humping her muff against her son's lap all day in the family 

den. What will happen when a mother insists on riding on her 

boy's lap while he uses his laptop? Would her teen ever 

broadcast their incest online?  
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Road Head Giving Mom 
 It's going to be a long car ride for one stay at home mom 

and her teen of age as the man of the house is forced to drive 

while his wife and son practice a thing called 'skinship' in the 

backseat of the family SUV so a mother can deal with her 

nymphomaniac urges with her consenting teen of age. Their car 

ride can only end in raw insemination again and again but how 

long will a dad's patience last? 
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Anal Sex With Mom 
When a lucky teen of age discovers a way to swap places 

with his dad at home with a magic trick he plans on spending all 

Sunday night plundering his mom’s bleached butt relentlessly 

with his father’s piece. What will happen however when the man 

of the house discovers what’s happening and tries to convince 

his wife that his son and him swapped bodies? This is a fast-

paced erotica short story.  
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Vacation Sex With Mom 
No one suspects a certain family visiting the city of sin 

of practicing a thing called 'skinship' in secret. While in Las 

Vegas the man of the house will spend all day gambling while his 

wife spends her whole day bouncing in their hotel bed with her 

teen boy of age. What will happen however when their taboo heat 

gets too hot and a mother and son discuss breeding a baby 

against a father's wishes? 
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Swapping Rooms With Dad  

With the man of the house's blessing for his nymphomaniac 

wife and son of age at home to practice a thing called 

'skinship' under two conditions how long can a freshly re-united 

overly loving mother and son obey the family dad's most 

important rule at home: absolutely no anal allowed. Find out how 

a son trades his bedroom with his dad in this fast-paced novella 

based on a Stay at Home Mom series.  
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My After School Mom 

When a certain teen of age gets home from school he only 

has a few hours before his dad returns to stop him from 

plundering his married mom’s purple depths, but can a certain 

nymphomaniac mom service her son while avoiding his anal 

advances? Find out what happens when the man of the house 

discovers his son and wife at home breaking furniture while they 

practice a thing called 'skinship' together. 
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My Semen Sucking Mom 
It’s another after-school special for one hung teenage son 

of age and his sex-addicted mom at home. In a home where a thing 

called ‘skinship’ is regularly practiced between certain family 

members how will the man of the house react when he comes home 

to find his wife and son 'bonding' with each other in his bed? 

Find out what happens in this fast-paced erotica filled to the 

brim with hot action. 
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Mom Makes a Porno 
It's another day in the life of a certain stud son and his 

insatiable stay-at-home mom. In this fast-paced erotica filled 

with over 10,000 words of "plot"' it's finally time for a mother 

and her legal teen to film their first pornography film but what 

will happen when an anally possessive dad is coerced into 

granting his wife and son permission to practice anal sex before 

he leaves home for work? 
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My Wood Relieving Mom 

 A son is living the dream life at home with nearly 

unlimited access to his stay-at-home mom to keep his balls 

drained. Under certain conditions laid down by the man of the 

house he has permission to treat his mom's nymphomania with his 

legal teen prick. After waking up from a wet dream the hung son 

has only one place in mind to find relief from his aching blue 

balls in this 11,000 word story.  
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My Pump & Dump 

Ever since a certain mother and son began practicing 

skinship things have never been the same at home. What will 

happen with a certain teen of age’s morning wood while in the 

rush to leave home to make it to school on time? Would a nympho 

mother ever be cruel enough to allow her hung son leave the 

house with blue balls? This is a fast-paced erotica between a 

hung son of age and his teasing mom.  
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My Bad News Mom 

A voluptuous mother in an atypical family is in trouble! 

Her husband found out about the anal sex happening at home 

without him against his rules. Now a hung son of age is caught 

in a predicament when he returns home one day to find out his 

dad will be monitoring them all the time. Find out how a 

nymphomaniac mother deals with breaking some bad news to her 

horny son in this 7,000 word story.  
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My Movie Date Mom 

Things are changing in an atypical family household where a 

thing called skinship is often practiced between a certain 

mother and son. While the man of the house lays down some new 

rules with how his wife and son join their fluids together at 

home what will happen now that there are hidden cameras 

everywhere! A cuckolded dad will watch in anticipation after his 

wife and son go out in this story. 
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My Anal Night Mom 

A dad thinks his wife and son have been having sex way too 

much at home and suggests camping to them one spontaneous day. 

So he brings his family on a camping trip into the wilderness so 

they can take a break from bonding their breeding fluids, or so 

he thinks. When the dad of the family touches a poisonous plant 

however he'll have to sleep alone while forbidden anal sex 

happens behind his back. 
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Mom Knows A MILF 
When another MILF comes to visit her best friend she is 

surprised to learn just how close her friend has become with her 

son. She's in disbelief about how they bond at home with a thing 

called 'skinship' until a furious bareback love-making session 

convinces her to try the same at her home. Will another mom 

start draining her son? Especially if he broke both his arms 

without a condom in sight? 
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My Load Loving Mom 

When a father returns home to find his wife and son 

practicing a thing called skinship in bed he lays down some firm 

rules. In an atypical home where a certain mother and son 

frequently bump their ugly pieces together what will happen when 

they decide to disobey the dad of the family. Expect to read 

graphic scenes that will end in insemination over and over again 

for a stay at home by her son. 
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My Cheer Leading Mom 

A new son of age living at home with his voluptuous 

cheering mom is having trouble concentrating on the practice 

field with his team after a recent breakup with his girlfriend. 

To help boost his self-esteem and get back his edge a loving 

mother offers to drain her son’s blue balls with her cunt until 

he becomes state champ. This taboo story has 8,000+ words about 

a mom motivating her son in bed. 
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My Cheer Leading Mom 

In prehistoric times a son of age tries to convince his mom 

he is smarter than his alpha-male dad when he shows off a 

hunting spear he made and fire. When he’s ridiculed for making 

technology however he’s driven off only to convince his mom to 

move into his treehouse during monsoon season so he can dump his 

hot-white baby-batter between her legs to start a new tribe much 

to the chagrin of his dad. 
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My Sleep Assault Mom 

When Tyler waved goodbye to his dad at the airport he had 

no way of knowing how being alone with his mom at home would end 

up with him beating his meaty prick between her sleeping legs on 

a nightly basis. He still hasn't gotten caught yet and he's 

perfected his strokes to keep his mom's bedsprings from creaking 

out loud. How many creamy loads can a sleeping mother take 

before getting suspicious? 
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Mom Wants A Baby 
Part two of My Sleep Assault Mom 

 

Tyler had no way of knowing his mother was actually in need 

of his midnight seed to help breed her belly to make his father 

happy. A few weeks are left until the man of the house returns 

and he expects his wife to pregnant by the time he gets back. 

After lying to her husband over the phone however a desperate 

mother has no choice but to spread her legs to be bred and 

inseminated by her stud son. 
 


